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Ade Adepitan
Cyborg Cat and the Masked 
Marauder
Ade’s superhero alter ego Cyborg Cat 
is going to need all his wits about him 
to tackle an unexpected enemy. His 
superpowers and special skills are up 
against the biggest test yet...

Steve Barlow
Robot Rampage
Join the intrepid Galaxy Warriors Jet, 
Tip and Boo Hoo on their quest to 
save the universe from destructive 
baddies Lord and Lady Evil and Dr Y.

Guy Bass
Anna Gain and the Same Sixty 
Seconds
Ever-punctual Anna Gain is never 
late...until today. After a series of crazy 
accidents, the unthinkable happens 
- Anna misses the bus to school and 
then finds herself trapped in time.

Stephen Davies
Hilda and the Time Worm
Can Hilda save Trolberg’s children 
from kidnappers the Yule Brothers 
and untangle a mess of timelines that 
threatens the town with a voracious 
time worm?

Ben Fogle
Mr Dog and a Deer Friend
When Mr Dog meets a fawn whose 
forest home is in danger, he knows he 
needs to help... quickly. Can his plan 
keep them all out of danger?



Vivian French
Lottie Luna and the Fang Fairy
Lottie Luna is a werewolf; she’s 
super-fast, super-strong and has 
X-ray vision. On a camping trip she 
may have to use her powers to find 
out the truth about the nasty fang 
fairy.

Gill Lewis
Willow Wildthing  
and the Dragon’s Egg
Willow meets the Wild Things and 
her life is changed forever. Then 
the Wild Things meet the Bark 
Skins and battle commences in The 
Wilderness.

Tom McLaughlin
Attack of the Smart Speakers
There’s a new craze in town for smart 
speakers. Can Ashley, Dylan and 
Tyler solve the problem when the 
speakers start to take over the town?

Jonathan Meres
Noodle the Doodle
School dog Noodle is allowed to go 
on the school trip to the seaside. Will 
Noodle be on his best behaviour or 
will the whole trip end in chaos? 

Alex Milway
Hotel Flamingo Fabulous Feast
On Animal Boulevard after a long 
winter Hotel Flamingo is ready to 
embrace the new season and new 
guests. Anna decides to hold a 
cooking competition at the hotel.



Harriet Muncaster
Isadora Moon Puts on a Show
Isadora Moon is special because 
she’s different. Her mum is a fairy and 
her dad is a vampire and she’s a bit of 
both. In this story Isadora has to find 
something she can do for the talent 
show at the Vampire Ball.

Tom Percival
Attack of the Heebie Jeebies
Meet the Dream Team! Turning 
nightmares into incredible adventures! 
Can they help Erika overcome her 
worries and get home?

Dav Pilkey
Dragon’s Halloween
Dragon loves spooky Halloweens! But 
when he buys six small pumpkins that 
his friends tell him will never be scary, 
Dragon must come up with creative 
ways to make this Halloween just 
perfect.

Philip Reeve
Kevin and the Biscuit Bandit
Bumbleford has been hit by a series 
of biscuit thefts. All the clues lead 
straight to the only roly-poly flying 
pony in town, and Max’s best friend, 
Kevin! Can this be true?

Michelle Robinson
Do Not Disturb the Dragons
Princesses Grace and Portia go from 
ladies-in-waiting to knights-in-action 
when they rip up the rule book and go 
searching for adventure!



Hannah Shaw
Dragon Trouble
Meet the princess who loves 
breaking the rules and her Royal 
Unicorn, who happens to be a 
pig. Their adventures begin when 
a naughty dragon magics up a 
dinosaur.

Andy Shepherd
The Boy Who Dreamed of Dragons
Tomas is missing his dragon but soon 
meets a new dragon and also a new 
girl who starts at school. These two 
meetings soon start a new chain of 
events which lead to adventure and 
mayhem.

Alex T. Smith
Claude Comic Capers
Four stories about the dog Claude, 
his friend Sir Bobblysock and other 
Pawhaven pals in graphic novel 
format.

Joe Todd-Stanton
Kai and the Monkey King
Join Kai as she visits ancient 
China and meets the Monkey King 
in this captivating tale from the 
Brownstone’s Mythical Collection.

Katie Tsang
Sam Wu Is Not Afraid of Space
Sam Wu is not afraid of many things, 
definitely not ghosts, sharks, the 
dark, spiders or even zombies! But 
space, well...
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the Portsmouth School Library Service.

Many of them will be available in your school 
library or you can borrow them from your 
local public library. Other titles by the authors 
listed are also available.
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